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Abstract
Rare earth doped crystal Pr3+:Y2SiO5 has unique features, whose nonlinear response is
dynamically triggered and modulated by the interaction between dressing and phonon effect. In
this article, we have demonstrated the switching from two-mode bunching to anti-bunching like
phenomenon of noise intensity fluctuations used for noise correlation. Here, switching in
bunching phenomenon is caused by relative nonlinear phase, which is induced by self- and
cross-phase modulation. In contrast with two-mode bunching, three-mode bunching case hardly
follows the switching mechanism attributed to the destructive interaction among the phases of
Stokes, anti-Stokes and FL signals. We also have realized switching and routing application in
two and three mode bunching. Both functions (switching and routing) are controlled by
manipulating temperature of cryostat and gate delay. Our experimental results provide the novel
technique for switching and channel equalization ratio of about 96%. The intensity switching
speed is achieved about 17 ns.
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(SQ1 Some figures may appear in colour only in the online journal)

1. Introduction

In these days, manipulation and detection of correlated and
entangled photon pairs are very popular for application of
quantum information processing [1–4]. Atomic systems pro-
vide a fertile ground to study correlated photon pairs on
quantum coherence excitation [5, 6]. However, challenges
lying in further integration and miniaturization of quantum
photonic devices such as optical quantum computing [7], light
coherent storage [8, 9], all optical routing via spontaneous
parametric four-wave mixing (SP-FWM) in an atomic
ensemble [10]. Recently, solid atom-like media such as rare

earth ion Pr3+ doped Y2SiO5 (Pr3+:YSO) is used to investi-
gate coherent effects due to the long coherence time
(0.1–1.0 s) and narrow spectral width (∼MHz) compared with
atomic gases [11–13]. Previously, research has accomplished
on YSO for optical transmission [14], electromagnetically
induced transparency [15], fRequency up-conversion [16].
Also, correlated photon pairs have achieved efficiently from
Pr3+: YSO crystal via SP-FWM by using external optical
laser source [17]. Intensity-noise correlation and intensity-
difference squeezing can be a very promising way to realize
entanglement photon pairs and their noise characteristics [18].
It can approach to show about the interference between
Stokes, anti-Stokes and FL signals. Consequently, the study
on correlation and squeezing can be a potential resource to
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know the response of Pr3+: YSO for different application in
nonlinear optics.

In this paper, we employ correlated Stokes (ES), anti-
Stokes (EAS) and fluorescence (FL) to demonstrate two-mode,
three-mode bunching. Anti-bunching like phenomenon has
been observed with the external dressed state of Pr3+:YSO
crystal using temperature of the crystal and the gate delay of
the detection system. Bunching has been demonstrated
experimentally and theoretically for two-mode and three-
mode cases via relative nonlinear phase. Here, we have
demonstrated switching of two-mode bunching to anti-
bunching like phenomenon by modulating cross- and self-
phase using intensive phonon and external gate delay. Also,
we have observed that phonon can modulate the relative
nonlinear phase by cross-phase modulation (XPM) and gate
delay can modulate the relative nonlinear phase by self-phase
modulation (SPM). We also realized and proposed method for
temperature switching and routing by varying temperature
and gate delay.

2. Theoretical model

When laser field E1 is opened, third-order Stokes and anti-
Stokes signals are generated along with SP-FWM process,
considering the dressing terms and the perturbation chain via
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where, ħ/m= -G Ei ij 1 is the Rabi frequency, mij is the electric
dipole moment between levels ∣ ñi and ∣ ñj , and

( )/G = G + G 2ij i j is the transverse decay rate. Here, i and j
represent 0/1. In case of two-level system, lifetime of Stokes
or anti-Stokes signal can be written as, /G =S AS

G + G + G .00 10 11 The temporal intensity of Stokes/anti-Stokes
signal in the two-level system is determined by
( ) ∣ ∣ ( )( )
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S AS FL emission intensity is pro-

portional to the square of the diagonal elements of density
matrix. The density matrix of the second-order FL via per-
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Here, ∣ ∣ ( )/ G  DG ij1
2

i 1 is the interaction between dressing and
phonon effects of field E1 in equations (1)–(3) [19]. The tem-
poral intensity of FL peak in the two-level system has defined

in equation (3), which is determined by
( ) ∣ ∣ ( )( )r= -GI t texp ,11

2
FL where GFL is given by

G = G + G .FL 10 11 Following the interaction of the coupling field
of Pr3+:YSO, the line width broadening of the obtained SP-
FWM signal is given by ‐ –G = G + G + G +ij pop ion spin ion ion

G - Gphonon dressing [20]. Where, ( )pG = -T2pop 1
1 is the popula-

tion decay time that depends on the location of the energy
levels. The last terms are components of ( )p -T2 2

1* (the rever-
sible transverse relaxation). ‐Gion spin is related to ion-spin cou-
pling effect of the individual ion. –Gion ion is determined by the
interaction among the rare-earth ions and it can either be
controlled by the parameter of external field or impurity con-
centrations. Gphonon is related to the sample temperature.
Whereas, Gdressing is energy levels location, which is induced
from the dressing effect. Therefore, Hamiltonian with GG1 10

can be written as the following
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2.1. Two-mode and three-mode bunching of correlation

Figure 1(b) shows the two-level system of Pr3+:YSO and the
laser coupling configuration. The pumping fields E1 (w D,1 1)
with the frequency detuning Δi=ωmn−ωi (i=1, 2) in
figure 1(b). Here, ωmn is the corresponding atomic transition
frequency between levels |m〉 and |n〉, ωi (i=1, 2K etc) is
the laser frequency. When E1 and ¢E 1 (reflection of E1) are
turned on, E1 drives the two-level transition and two nar-
rowband Stokes (ES) and anti-Stokes (EAS) signal along with
accompanying FL, which are generated under conjugate SP-
FWM process with phase matching condition of Stokes and
anti-Stokes + ¢ = +k k k k1 1 S AS as depicted in figure 1(a).
Where, k and ¢k 1 are wave vectors for E1 and ¢E ,1 kS and kAS

wave vectors are output photon pairs. Intensity noise signals
of photons are found to be involved in coupling Hamiltonian
for propagating through a nonlinear medium, which is given
as ( )    /= ++ +H a a a a g v.S AS S AS Where,  +a aS S and  +a aAS AS are
the creation and annihilation operators on Stokes and anti-
Stokes, respectively, g is the linear or nonlinear gain and v is
the group velocity of the photon in the medium. The non-
linear gain is ∣( )∣( ) // /w c= - ¢g E E ci 2 ,S SAS AS

3
1 1 where, non-

linear susceptibility is ( )
/cS AS

3 with phase matching condition,

/wS AS is the real frequencies generated via Stokes and anti-
Stokes; and c is the speed of light. Here, nonlinear suscept-
ibility ( ) ( )( ) ( ) // / / /c m r e= ¢N E E E ,S S S SAS

3
AS AS

3
0 1 1 AS where, N is

the atomic density of Pr3+:YSO, E1 is the pumping field
amplitude, [ ( ) · ]( )

( )r = ¢ + ¢ -k k k rG G Gi exp iAS10 S
3

1 1 1 1 AS* /

[( ) ( ∣ ∣ ) ]/G + D ´ G - D¢ + G - D GGi i i10 1 00 1 1
2

00 1 11 is the
corresponding density matrix element for Stokes, /mS AS is the
dipole moments and e0 is permittivity.

From the above coupling Hamiltonian, the propagation
for Stokes and anti-Stokes signals are given as

( ) ( )/ f= +a t gad d exp i , 4S AS S

( ) ( )/ f= +a t gad d exp i , 5AS S AS

2
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where, fS and fAS is the induced nonlinear phase through
XPM (fx) and SPM (fs).fS and fAS can be derived as
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where, /n S
1

AS is the linear refractive index of Stokes or anti-
Stokes, n s

2 and n x
2 is self- and cross-Kerr nonlinear coeffi-

cient. Also, one can write the propagation term of respective
density matrix ( )r¢i

3 and ( )r¢i
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Here, ( ) ( )c r¢ µ ¢i i
3 3 and ( ) ( )c r¢ µ ¢i i

1 1 (i represents Stokes/anti-
Stokes/FL).

The  / / /= á ñ+N a aS S SAS AS AS is the detected number of
photons at each PMT (photo multiplier tube in figure 1(a))
and the following intensity

( ) ∣ ∣ ( )/ / / / /= -GI t N texp .S S S S SAS AS AS AS AS So, the responses of
the detected intensity of Stokes and anti-Stokes signals in
each PMT are proportional to the photon numbers, which are
given by
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where, the substitutions of ( )r = fAeS
3 i 1 and ( )r = fBeAS

3 i 2 are
taken from equations (1) and (2) (A(B) are the modulus and

f1(f2) are the phase angles of ( )rS
3 ( ( )rAS

3 ), respectively) and t
is time.

The two-mode bunching of intensity correlation between
Stokes and anti-Stokes with time delay t is given by [21, 22]
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where, f f f f fD = - = D + Dx sS AS is relative nonlinear
phase between Stokes and anti-Stokes signal based on XPM
( fD x) and SPM ( fD s); and t t t= -S AS is the selected time
delay between Stokes and anti-Stokes signal. The two-mode
intensity difference squeezing of intensity noise correlated
signals are used for two-mode bunching is given by [23, 24]
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Where, ( ˆ ˆ )dá - ñI I2
S AS is the mean square deviation of the

intensity difference for two-mode bunching and ( ˆ ˆ )dá + ñI I2
S AS

is the mean square deviations of the intensity fluctuations sum
for two-mode bunching. Three-mode bunching of intensity
noise correlated outputs are given as [20]
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where, ¹ ¹i j k(i, j and k is 1, 2 and 3),
f f f f f fD ¢ = - - = D ¢ + D ¢

x sS AS FL is relative nonlinear
phase between FL, Stokes and anti-Stokes signal based on
XPM and SPM. The intensity-difference squeezing of inten-
sity noise correlated outputs and FL for three-mode bunching

Figure 1. (a) Schematic diagram of experimental setup. (b) Energy levels of two level system in Pr3+:YSO and the laser coupling
configuration. (c1)–(c2) Spectral signal for output FL at 77 K and 300 K, respectively. (d1)–(d2) The temporal intensity for FL corresponding
to the output spectral signals plotted in (c1)–(c2), respectively. (e1)–(e2) and (f1)–(f2) Spectral and temporal intensities of Stokes at 77 K and
300 K, respectively.
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of intensity-noise correlation can be given by [20]
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where, ( ˆ ˆ ˆ ) ( ˆ ˆ ˆ ) ˆ ˆ ˆd + + = á + + ñ - á + + ñI I I I I I I I Ii j k i j k i j k
2 2 2 is

the mean square deviation of the intensity fluctuations sum for
three-mode bunching and

( ˆ ˆ ˆ ) ( ˆ ˆ ˆ ) ˆ ˆ ˆd - - = á - - ñ - á - - ñI I I I I I I I Ii j k i j k i j k
2 2 2 is the
mean square deviation of the intensity difference for three-
mode bunching.

3. Experiment setup

Figure 1(a) shows the schematic diagram of the experimental
setup along with the detection system. Pr3+:YSO crystal,
which is placed in cryostat (CFM-102) to implement our
experiment for two-level atomic system. Cryostat container
(CFM-102) is used for changing the temperature (K). Also,
we have used one tunable dye laser E1 (narrow scan with a
0.04 cm−1 line width) pumped by an injection-locked single-
mode Nd:YAG laser (Continuum Powerlite DLS 9010, 10 Hz
repetition rate, 5 ns pulse width). The generated FL intensity,
noise intensities of Stokes and anti-Stokes signals are reflec-
ted by beam splitter; and the reflected signals are detected in
photomultiplier tubes (PMTs). In our experiment setup, we
have placed one near PMT1 and two far PMTs (PMT2 and
PMT3) at 13 cm and 118 cm, respectively, from the cryostat
container. FL signal is obtained at PMT1. Stokes and anti-
Stokes signal is obtained at PMT2 and PMT3. Stokes, anti-
Stokes and FL signals are investigated in Pr3+: YSO crystal.
Temporal output signals are obtained by the digital oscillo-
scope and spectral signals are recorded by PMT. The gra-
phical representations of the spectral and temporal intensities
are shown in figures 1(c)–(f). Positioning of gate delays t1–t5
(μs) are marked on the temporal intensity of the output signal
in figures 1(d1) and (f1). In case of Stokes and anti-Stokes
signals, two-mode bunching of intensity noise-correlation is
recorded between PMT2 and PMT3 for SP-FWM process.
We employ FL intensity, and intensities of Stokes and anti-
Stokes for two-mode bunching and three-mode bunching
correlation in two ways. Firstly, we investigate two-mode and
three-mode bunching via relative nonlinear phase. Secondly,
using these intensities (FL, Stokes and anti-Stokes), squeez-
ing is calculated by subtraction and addition among the sig-
nals analyzed with a spectrum analyzer between relative noise
intensity difference and sum as indicated in equations (11)
and (13).

At high temperature 300K, the phonon effect (Gphonon) is
increased due to increase in temperature and phonon relating with

‐ –G = G + G + G + G - Gij pop ion spin ion ion phonon dressing and G .10

So, G10 can be decreased at 77K. Spectral signal ( ( )r11
2 in

equation (3)) characterizes FL with AT-splitting due to increase of
dressing effect (∣ ∣ ( )/ G + DG i1

2
10 1 ) in figure 1(c1) at temperature

77K. At 300K, AT-splitting is not obtained in FL signal due to
decrease of dressing effect ∣ ∣ ( )G + DG i1

2
10 1 in figure 1(c2).

Temporal signal of FL ( ) ∣ ∣ ( )( )r= -GI t texp11
2

FL is shown in

figures 1(d1)–(d2) at 77K and 300K, respectively. Changing of
temperature from 77 to 300K, temporal signal splitting in
figure 1(d1) is vanished in figure 1(d2) due to decrease of dres-
sing effect ∣ ∣ /GG1

2
10，since G10 is increased with temperature.

From the above Hamiltonian, here one can say that the splitting
value of dressed state level [( )l = - D + G  1 ii

1 10

∣ ∣ ( ) ]/ /D + G + DG - GG4 2i 21
2

1
2

10 1 10 10
2 is decreased due to

the phonon broadening effect. While, temporal
( ) ∣ ∣ ( )( )

( )r= -GI t texp10 S
3

S and spectral of Stokes signal ( ( )
( )r10 S
3 in

equation (1)) are shown in figures 1(f1)–(f2) and figures 1(e1)–
(e2) at temperature 77K and 300K, respectively. When temp-
erature will change from 77K to 300K, linewidths of spectral FL
( ( )r11

2 in equation (3)) and Stokes signal ( ( )
( )r10 S
3 in equation (1)) are

increased due to increase of G ,10 G11 in equation (3), and G ,00 G ,10

G11 in equation (1), respectively. According to the Spectral and
temporal signal of Stokes, one can obtain almost same signal for
anti-Stokes likewise Stokes. So, the temperature can effect on the
nonlinear phase (fS and fAS) of spectral signals and output
photon beams  / /á ñ+a aS SAS AS which can change the relative non-
linear phase of the two- and three-mode bunching of intensity
noise-correlation ( )( )

( ) tG S,AS
2 in figure 2. Also, by changing of

temperature from 77 to 300K, lifetime of GS in figure 1(f1) is
decreased in figure 1(f2).

4. Results and discussion

Figures 2(a1)–(a4) shows the obtained two-mode bunching and
anti-bunching like phenomenon of second-order intensity noise
correlation at different temperatures 240 K, 160 K, 100 K and
77 K, respectively. Here in figures 2(a1)–(a4), two-mode
bunching signal is obtained from output Stokes and anti-Stokes
signals by exciting the laser beam E1 at wavelength 605.9 nm
for two-level system in YSO crystal. The temperature depen-
dent output intensities are also recorded by varying the temp-
erature of YSO crystal at 240 K, 160 K, 100 K and 77 K via
cryostat container. Two-mode bunching of intensity-noise
correlation can be obtained by substituting their temporal
intensities into equation (10). Two-mode bunching with
decreasing trend of temperature is shown in figures 2(a1)–(a4).
When temperature is fixed at 240 K in figure 2(a1), the
amplitude of two-mode bunching between Stokes and anti-
Stokes signal ( )( )

/ tGS AS
2 from equation (10) obtains positive

(0.86 at delay time (t = 0)) and waveform of correlation curve
is broad. Two-mode bunching of intensity-noise correlation

( )( )
/ tGS AS
2 between Stokes and anti-Stokes in equation (10) is

obtained from intensity output photons  / /á ñ+a aS SAS AS in
equations (8), (9). According to the temperature effect on

( )( )
/ tG ,S AS
2 coherence time of  / /á ñ+a aS SAS AS decreases at high

temperature, which causes the modulus of A(B) to become
broad in equations (8), (9). So, the amplitude of two-mode
bunching signal ( )( )

/ tGS AS
2 becomes broad at temperature 240 K.

When temperature is decreased to 77K, the amplitude of the
two-mode bunching is changed from 0.86 to −0.8. This
negative value of bunching is termed as anti-bunching like
phenomenon. The switching from two-mode bunching to anti-
bunching like phenomenon occurs at 100 and 77 K as shown in
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figures 2(a3)–(a4). This switching of two-mode bunching to
anti-bunching like phenomenon can be explained by the
temperature dependent phonon term G10 from the density
matrix element ( )r10

3 in equations (1) and (2), and their propa-
gation terms described in equations (6) and (7). At high
temperature, the phonon effect is increased due to increase of
temperature. Since the G10 lies in the denominator in density
matrix element equations, enhanced G10 decreases the density
matrix element and propagation term at high temperature
(likewise in figure 2(e2)). Also, the density matrix elements
and propagation terms decreases the nonlinear gain for ( )

/c¢ .S AS
3

Linear susceptibility ( )
/c¢S AS

1 and nonlinear susceptibility ( )
/c¢S AS

3

are proportional to the propagation term and density matrix
element as described in theoretical model. With reducing
nonlinear gain, the results are observed as two-mode bunching
of Stokes and anti-Stokes in figures 2(a1), (a2). When the
temperature is decreased to 100 and 77K, phonon effect G10

decreases and dressing effect increases significantly along with
propagation terms (likewise figure 1(e2)). Relationship
between G10 versus temperature is shown in figure 2(c) by using
a dependent curve. In principles, the enhanced gain has strong
bunching at low temperature 77 K but in negative order. This
switching of two-mode bunching to anti-bunching like
phenomenon can be also explained from linear refractive index
and linear gain in Kerr medium. As linear and nonlinear sus-
ceptibility ( ( )

/c¢S AS
1 and ( )

/c¢S AS
3 ) are proportional to density

matrix element ( )
/r¢S AS

1 and ( )
/r¢ ,S AS

3 the ( )
/r¢S AS

1 and ( )
/r¢S AS

3 can
modulate the linear refractive index and cross-Kerr nonlinear
coefficients /n S

1
AS and /n S

2
AS that results from the XPM.

Owing to this, relative nonlinear phase f fD = -x S

( )∣ ∣ / /f = - A
A -k n k n E z n2 eS

S r S
AS S 2

S
2 1

2
1

AS2
between ES and

EAS signal is significantly modulated. Where, / =n S
1

AS

( )( )
/c+ ¢Re1 S AS

1 is linear refractive index for Stokes and anti-

Stokes field, /n S
2

AS is cross-Kerr nonlinear coefficient (i
represents Stokes or anti-Stokes), r is the radius of Gaussian
incident beam from laser and z is the length of the YSO
crystal’s lens (z=3mm). Here, fS and fAS are the nonlinear
phase induced on the output Stokes and anti-Stokes signals.
Therefore, /n S

1
AS is increased as per the definition of nonlinear

and linear refractive index at low temperature 77 K. Enhancing
/n S

1
AS does not only increasing the intensity of Stokes and anti-

Stokes signal but also decreases the nonlinear phase fD .x
When temperature is changed to 100 and 77 K, intensity of FL
signal is increased and fD x is also changed from 0 to p- as
demonstrated in figures 2(a3)–(a4). Relationship between fD x
versus temperature is shown in figure 2(d1) for two-mode
bunching. The measured two-mode bunching suggests that the
correlated output has negative amplitude due to the factor of

( )fDcos in equation (10). In figure 2(a4), broad waveform is
obtained, which is similar to two-mode bunching obtained at
300 K shown in figure 2(a1). Also, sharp waveform of two-
mode bunching obtained at 160 and 100 K in figures 2(a2),
(a3). One can say that two-mode bunching is switched to anti-
bunching like phenomenon due to interaction between phonon
and dressing at different temperature.

Figures 2(b1)–(b4) shows the measured three-mode
bunching of third-order correlation. which are plotted by
recording and substituting temporal intensities of FL, Stokes
and anti-Stokes signals in equation (12). When temperature is
fixed at 240 K, three-mode bunching is observed as shown in
figure 2(b1). At this temperature, phonon term G10 increases in
equations (1)–(3) and dressing field decreases in propagation
terms of equations (6) and (7). The propagation term

( )
/ /r¢S AS FL

1 reduces the linear susceptibility ( )
/ /c¢ .S AS FL

1 When

Figure 2. (a1)–(a4) Shows two-mode bunching and anti-bunching like phenomenon from output Stokes and anti-Stokes for two-level system
of Pr3+:YSO crystal with laser beam E1 wavelength 605.9 nm at different temperatures 240 K, 160 K, 100 K and 77 K, respectively. (b1)–
(b4) shows three-mode bunching calculated from output Stokes, anti-Stokes and FL with experimental condition defined for (a1)–(a4),
respectively. (c) Dependent curve of G10 versus temperature. (d1)–(d2) Dependent curves of fD x versus temperature, where (d1) is for two-
mode bunching and (d2) is for three-mode bunching.
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temperature (K) is reduced to 77 K, multiple peaks of three-
mode bunching are gradually reduced in figures 2(b1)–(b4).
This gradual decrease in the peak of three-mode bunching can
be explained from interaction between phonon G10 and dres-
sing effect in Stokes, anti-Stokes and FL signal. As temper-
ature is decreased to 77 K, the FL starts to split and AT-
splitting in both spectral ( ( )r11

2 in equation (3)) and temporal
signals are obtained by dressing effect as demonstrated in
figures 1(c1) and (d1), respectively. Besides, linewidth of
intensity of Stokes and anti-Stokes signals ( ( )

( )
/r S10 AS

3 in
equations (1), (2)) can be also decreased (likewise
figure 1(c1)). So, the nonlinear phase (f ,S fAS and fFL) of
output photon beams of Stokes, anti-Stokes and FL
(  / / / /á ñ+a aS SAS FL AS FL ) are decreased with reducing temperature
along with the phase modulation by linear refractive index
/ /n S

1
AS FL as defined in figures 2(a3), (a4). This / /n S

1
AS FL also

acts on the FL. So, the combined relative nonlinear phase is
induced by XPM on the FL, Stokes and anti-Stokes which can
be given as

(
)∣ ∣ / / /

f f f fD ¢ = - - = -

+
A

A

-

k n k n

k n E z n

2

e .

x

r

S AS FL S 2
S

S 2
S

FL 2
FL

1
2

1
S AS FL2

The three-mode bunching in figures 2(b1)–(b4), where
fD ¢x is changed from 0 to /p- 3 . Relationship between fD ¢x

versus temperature is shown in figure 2(d2) for three-mode
bunching.

The temperature switch is realized by the two-mode
bunching of intensity noise correlation signals, whose results
observed in figures 2(a1)–(a4). Our experiment result defined
the switching contrast as C=(Imin−Imax)/(Imin+Imax),
where Imin and Imax are the minimum and maximum value of
intensities, respectively. In our experiment, switching contrast
C changes from 90% (figure 2(a1)) to 70% (figure 2(a4)) as
temperature of cryostat is decreased from 300 to 77 K. The E1

field is controlled by electro-optical modulator, and its speed
about 10 ns. The switching speed is controlled by the atomic
coherence time. The total switching speed (20 ns) is taken to
be the quadrature sum of several independent contributions.
Router application is realized from three-mode bunching of
intensity noise correlation results observed in figure 3(b).

Channel equalization ratio P= ( ) /å- --
a a a1

N
i1

1 2 is
used to measure the de-multiplexing effect, where a is the
area of one peak and ai is the area of each peak or gap
between peaks, and N is the total number of peaks after
conversion. From our experiment, channel equalization P can
decrease from 95% (figure 3(b1)) to 78% (figure 3(b4)) as
temperature is changed from 240 to 77 K. Channel contrast
can be defined as ( ) ( )/= - ¢ + ¢S t t t t , then maximum con-
trast is observed in figure 2(b1) i.e. =S 90%, greater channel
contrast will result in greater accuracy of information from
figure 2(b1).

Figures 3(a1)–(a3) shows three-mode bunching of third-
order noise correlation of output FL, Stokes and anti-Stokes
signal calculated by equation (12). The output intensities are
obtained from Pr3+:YSO crystal at temperature of 120 K with
different gate delays (μs). The two-level system is excited by
E1 at 605.9 nm. At gate delay 20 μs (t1 marks in figures 1(d1)

and (f1)), the observed waveform of bunching is found to be
broad with positive amplitude in figure 3(a1). When gate
delay t1 (μs) is changed to 60 μs (t2 marks in figures 1(d1)
and (f1)), the multiple peaks of three-mode bunching are
reduced to single peak as shown in figure 3(a2). When gate
delay is at 150 μs (t4 marks in figures 1(d1) and (f1)), the
resultant three-mode bunching in figure 3(a3) is found to have
less amplitude than correlation curve shown in figure 3(a2).
This phenomenon can be further explained in temporal sig-
nals of Stokes, anti-Stokes and FL where changing gate delay.
When increasing gate delay at a fixed temperature 120 K,
intensities are changed in temporal signals of FL, Stokes and
anti-Stokes. So, nonlinear phase (f ,S fAS and fFL) of output
photon beams (  / / / /á ñ+a aS AS FL S AS FL ) changed with increasing
of gate delay. But here, contribution of fS and fAS is same.
So, fS and fAS are balanced with each other and only fFL can
change the relative nonlinear phase. For this reason, peak of
three-mode bunching is gradually reduced. Here, relative
nonlinear phase is induced by SPM

( ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣
∣ ∣ ) / / /

f f f fD ¢ = - - = -

- -

k E n k E n

k E n z n

2

e .

s

r S

S AS FL S S
2

2
S

AS AS
2

2
AS

FL FL
2

2
FL

1
AS FL2

Here in figure 3(a3), anti-bunching-like phenomenon is
not dramatically changed. So, fD ¢s is assumed to change
from 0 to /p- 3 in figure 3(a3). Relationship between fD s
versus gate delay (μs) is shown in figure 3(d) by using a
dependent curve for three-mode bunching. Figures 3(b1)–(b3)
shows intensity difference squeezing result corresponding to
three-mode bunching shown in figures 3(a1)–(a3). The same
intensity outputs are used at defined gate delays in
equation (13) to calculate the three mode intensity difference
squeezing. The intensity difference ( )  d - -I I I2

FL S AS is
demonstrated by red curves in figures 3(b1)–(b3), whereas the
intensity noise sum ( )  d + +I I I2

FL S AS is plotted as black
curves in figures 3(b1)–(b3). In figure 3(b1), squeezing dif-
ference between intensity difference and intensity sum is
found to be −7.94 dB at 20 μs gate delay. When gate delay is
changing from 20 μs to 150 μs in figures 3(b1)–(b3),
squeezing difference is gradually decreasing from −7.94 to
−1.02 dB. This reduction in the squeezing is corresponded to
the changing of intensity of output photon beams
 / / / /á ñ+a a ,S AS FL S AS FL which are caused by the increased gate
delays. Therefore, the outputs of FL, Stokes and anti-Stokes
signals are found to be decreased at gate delays of 20, 60 and
150 μs. When two level system is excited by input beam E1

of wavelength 609.2 nm. Comparing with different excitation
wavelengths (605.9 and 609.2 nm), the three-mode bunching
is observed stronger with 609.2 nm in figures 3(c1)–(c3). This
is due to resonant excitation of Pr3+:YSO at wavelength of
609.2 nm.

In figures 3(a1)–(a3), when gate position is set at to 150
μs, five channels are successfully converted into single
channel and channel equalization ratio (P) decreases from
96% (figure 3(a1)) to 20% (figure 3(a3)) and channel contrast
reduces to h = 25% (figure 3(a3)) contrast.

Here in figures 4(a1)–(a4), we have measured two-mode
bunching by changing gate delay from 20 to 200 μs (t1–t4
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mark in figures 1(d1) and (f1). For measuring two-mode
bunching, we blocked the PMT3 and kept the rest of the
PMTs on scanning mode. Here, the two-level system is
excited by input beam of wavelength 605.9 nm and emitted
signals are plotted using

( )
ˆ ( ) ˆ ( )

[ ˆ ( )] [ ˆ ( )]
( )( )

( ) t
d d t

d d t
f=

á + ñ

á ñá + ñ
DG

I t I t

I t I t
cos ,SFL,

2 FL FL S S

FL FL
2

S S
2

where, t t t= - .FL S When gate delay t1 is fixed at 20 μs, the
waveform of measured bunching is broad and the measured
amplitude is 0.72 shown in figure 4(a1). When the gate delay
is changed to 60 and 100 μs, the amplitude of two-mode
bunching is gradually decreased from 0.72 to 0.65 in
figure 4(a3). At this gate delay, similar phenomenon of
bunching appears in case of three-mode bunching in
figure (3). Since, the intensity of Stokes and FL in temporal
signal are decreasing with increasing of gate delay (gate delay
marks in figures 1(d1) and (f1)), the amplitude of two-mode
bunching is also observed to be reduced in figures 4(a2)–(a4).
When gate delay is fixed at 200 μs (t5 marks in figures 1(d1)
and (f1)), bunching is switched to anti-bunching like
phenomenon and amplitude is about −0.9 as illustrated in
figure 4(a4). One may consider that switching obtained here is
due to interaction between Stokes, and FL signal at gate delay
200 μs. When gate delay is at position t5 in both figures 1(d1)
and (f1), the difference between positive peak of FL and flat
peak of Stokes can change the relative nonlinear phase of
two-mode bunching. Also, gate delay can change the

nonlinear phase (fFL and fS) of output photon beams
 / /á ñ+a a ,S FL S FL which can change also the relative nonlinear
phase of the two-mode bunching of intensity noise-correlation

( )( )
( ) tG .FL,S
2 Here, relative nonlinear phase is induced by

SPM f f fD = -s FL S = ( ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ) /- -k E n k E n z2 e r
FL FL

2
2
FL

S S
2

2
S 2

/n .1
FL S Since two-mode bunching is switched to anti-bunching

—like phenomenon, fD s is changed from 0 to p- in
figure 4(a4). Dependent curve for figures 4(a1)–(a4) and
(b1)–(b4) is demonstrated to illustrate the relationship
between fD s versus gate delay in figure 4(e1). SPM can be
ignored at nearby gate delay on EFL and EAS. Therefore, the
relative phase between FL and Stokes is same as at initial gate
delays. This same phenomenon is applied to figures 4(b1)–
(b4) at 300 K. Amplitude of correlation curves observe in
figures 4(b1)–(b4), which are sharp as compare to correlation
curves presented in figures 4(a1)–(a4). When temperature is
increased, G10 is increased and it makes sharp waveform of
obtained bunching signal at 300 K in figures 4(b3)–(b4).
When temperature of cryostat is fixed at 120 K, two-mode
bunching of intensity-noise correlation between stokes and
anti-Stokes is observed in two-level system by varying gate
delay in figures 4(c1), (c2)–(c3). Relationship between G10

versus gate delay is shown in figure 4(d2) at 120 K by using a
dependent curve. By changing gate delay from 20 to 150 μs
(t1–t4 marks in figure 1(f)), amplitude of two-mode bunching
decreases and it can be explained from relative nonlinear
phase change induced by SPM. In figures 4(c1)–(c3),
bunching to anti-bunching like phenomenon is not observed
as gate delay changed in small range (up to 150 μs) when

Figure 3. (a1)–(a3) Three-mode bunching with different gate delays of 20, 60 and 150 μs, excited by E1 with 605.9 nm at a fixed temperature
of 120 K. (b1)–(b3) shows intensity difference squeezing corresponding to (a1)–(a3), respectively. (c1)–(c3) shows same as (a1)–(a3)
respectively, but with excitation source of E1 at 609.2 nm. (d) Dependent curve of fD ¢s versus gate delay for three-mode bunching (a1)–(a3)
and (c1)–(c3).
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compared to figures 4(a1)–(a4) and (b1)–(b4). However,
in figures 4(c1)–(c3) waveforms of correlation curves
follow similar behavior as discussed in figures 4(a1)–(a4)
and (b1)–(b4). Here, relative phase change is induced by
SPM in figures 4(c1)–(c4) and f f fD = -s S AS =
( ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ) / /- A -k E n k E n z n2 e .r

S S
2

2
S

AS AS
2

2
S

1
S AS2

At 150 μs gate
delay in figure 4(c4), two-mode bunching is not followed to
anti-bunching-like phenomenon. So, fD s is predicted to be
changed from 0 to /p- 3 in figure 4(c4). Here, intensity of
temporal signals of Stokes and anti-Stokes in figure 1(f) are
changed with increasing of gate delay (μs). Also, contribution
of fS and fAS is equal in fD .s But, the relative nonlinear phase
fD s can be changed with the help of increasing linear

refractive index /n S
1

AS for self-dressing effect of ∣ ∣/G .S AS
2

Relationship between fD s versus gate delay is shown in
figure 4(e2) by using dependent curve for figures 4(c1), (c3)
and (c4). This result in decreasing amplitude of two-mode
bunching is observed in figure 4(c4). The intensity difference

( ) d -I I2
S AS is demonstrated by red curve in figure 4(c2),

whereas the noise sum ( ) d +I I2
S AS is shown using black

curve in figure 4(c2). Here in figure 4(c2), intensity difference
squeezing is almost −11.22 dB at gate delay 20 μs.

The switching phenomenon of two-mode bunching to
anti-bunching like phenomenon could be used to realize an
optical transistor as a switch model. One can easily predict
that if the intensity of correlation is negative (figures 4(a4)

and (b4)), the two-mode bunching switch will remain in the
OFF state. When the intensity of the bunching signal is
positive (figures 4(a1) and (b1)), then the switch will remain
in ON state. The switching contrast calculated is about
C=120% (figures 4(a1) and (a4)).

5. Conclusion

We have investigated two-and three-mode bunching of
intensity noise correlated signals of Pr3+:Y2SiO5 crystal by
changing temperature and gate delay. The results show that
two-mode bunching with broad and sharp waveform, and it
can switch to anti-bunching like phenomenon due to the
interaction between phonon and dressing effect. Phonon
changes the nonlinear relative phase of correlated signals
employed to bunching by cross- and SPM. The nonlinear
relative phase obtained through such modulation switches the
two-mode bunching from 0 to p- . For three-mode bunching,
the nonlinear phase changes the phase shift from 0 to /p- 3.
The temperature switch was realized by the switching of
bunching due to a nonlinear phase induced by SPM and
XPM. Moreover, optimized switching contrast was perceived
for switching applications by using correlation in contrast to
the intensity signal. Channel equalization ratio and contrast
index is controlled by gate delay and temperature of cryostat.

Figure 4. (a1)–(a4) and (b1)–(b4) Show the two-mode bunching between FL and Stokes at gate delay of 20 μs, 60 μs, 150 μs and 200 μs at
crystal temperature of 77 K and 300 K, respectively. (c1) and (c3)–(c4) Shows two-mode bunching between Stokes and anti-Stokes at 120 K
with different gate delay 20, 60 and 150 μs. (c2) Shows intensity difference squeezing results corresponding (c1). (d) Dependent curve of G10
versus gate delay, where (d1), (d2) and (d3) are for 77 K, 120 K and 300 K, respectively. (e) Dependent curve of fD s versus gate delay,
where (e1) is for (a1)–(a4) and (b1)–(b4), and (e2) is for (c1) and (c3)–(c4), respectively.
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Atom-like nonlinear crystal leads to interaction between
phonon and dressing. Since temperature switch and routing
application has been realized in Pr3+:YSO crystal, it can be
obtained also in other nonlinear crystal such as NV center,
europium (Eu3+) doped YPO4, Praseodymium (Pr3+) doped
YPO4 etc.
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